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Abstract. In the process of development, new media presents a completely different development mode from traditional media, namely, platform development mode. Under the effect of network effect, the new media platform can quickly gather a large number of users, and integrate the resources of all the endpoints on the platform through the platform operation, so that the information production becomes efficient and the phenomenon of collaborative production appears. The value of media platform development is mainly reflected in the construction of its bilateral economic model, and the key to the construction of the bilateral model lies in the transformation from the scale economy of the demand side to the scope economy of the supply side. This paper explores a service-oriented new media operation platform under the bilateral market economy mode, to construct a price structure for bilateral users, from the perspective of free mechanism, attention economy and supply side economies of scope. This new media operation platform can break the barriers of single information flow, build unlimited value-added services, promote the integration of information flow, capital flow and logistics platform, and thus create a service-oriented new media platform.

1 Introduction

In the media industry, the media faces two markets, namely, the consumer market and the advertiser market, which are interconnected and differentiated. It is generally believed that the price model of media companies is to set prices to users on both sides at the same time and obtain profits from users on both sides.

With the advent of the Internet era, people's infinite information demand space has been stimulated and released, and the platform-based development of the media economy conforms to the needs of the times. Whether it is a traditional media company or a network media company, as the main body of the media economy, they will face development issues from the perspective of platform economy. Traditional media cannot adapt to the unlimited extensibility of the platform due to the characteristics of negative cross-network externalities. It is destined to give up its dominant position in the development of media economy to that of online media. New media uses the positive feedback mechanism to rapidly expand the user base of the basic platform, which greatly impacts the audience base on which traditional media depends. Therefore, under the bilateral market economy mode, this paper explores a service-oriented new media operation platform, to construct a price structure for bilateral users, from the perspective of free mechanism, attention economy and supply side economies of scope.

2 Structure and Characteristics of Media Bilateral Market

2.1 Structure

From the perspective of the industrial characteristics of the media industry, the media connects all types of subjects, namely content product providers, advertisers and consumers. What the media sells to consumers is the content products and advertisements of the media. The content products are provided by the media or content product providers, and the advertisements are provided by the advertisers. The media sells advertising space to advertisers and the audience acquired by the media, and then advertisers use the media platform to promote their products. Therefore, from the perspective of microstructure characteristics, media is a typical platform-based enterprise with a bilateral market structure, as shown in Figure 1.
According to the microstructure of the media, it can be seen that three kinds of interaction or transaction activities formed by different subjects of the media.

a) Interaction between content providers and consumers. This is an interactive activity formed by content product providers and consumers. The higher the quality of the content products provided by the content product providers in the media and the richer the content, the more consumers will be willing to consume on the media, the greater the value of the content provider. At this time, content product providers are more willing to provide content products to the media. Therefore, content product providers and consumers form a bilateral market for content products.

b) Interaction between advertisers and consumers. Consumers have a preference for the amount of media advertising, which may be advertising preference or advertising aversion, so the amount of advertising will have a certain effect on the utility level of consumers. Such effect will affect consumers' participation in the platform. Similarly, the larger the number of consumers on the media, the more motivated advertisers will be to advertise on the platform. Therefore, there is a cross network effect between advertisers and consumers, which also constitutes a bilateral market.

c) Interaction between content providers and advertisers. If the content products in the media are richer and the quality level is higher, more consumers will be attracted, which will lead to more advertisers to put advertisements on the platform. While the amount of media advertising will have a certain impact on the quality and diversity of media content products. Content providers and advertisers form a bilateral market of content and advertising.

### 2.2 Characteristics

Different from the bilateral market structure of other platform industries, the main characteristics of the media bilateral market are reflected as follow:

a) Multilateral interactivity. The bilateral market structure of other platform industries such as electronic intermediaries and operating systems only involves the participants of users on both sides, and the users on both sides are indeed the counterparties needed by the other party. However, the media platform reflects the structure of the multilateral market, including three different types of participants, and they are interactive with each other.

Consumers’ demand for media is mainly reflected in media’s content products, and consumers’ demand for advertising depends on their preferences for advertising. The main profit model of the platform is to rely on the advertising fees of advertisers to operate. If there are too many advertisements, the consumers who are averse to advertisements will not come to the media. Therefore, an important decision issue for the media is how to adjust the relationship between advertising volume and media content.

b) Cross network externality diversity. In bilateral markets, there are cross-network externalities between users on both sides of the platform, and such cross-network externalities are generally developing in a positive direction. In the media, because consumers have very different preferences for advertising, we can distinguish consumers’ preferences for advertising into: advertising aversion type and advertising indifferent type. For consumers with different types of advertising preferences, the amount of advertising will affect consumers’ willingness to buy media. For consumers who are averse to advertising, the greater the amount of advertising, the greater the negative effect they will bring to consumers, and the less they have the incentive to buy the media; while for consumers with no difference in advertising, the amount of the media advertising volume will not have any impact on the utility of consumers. Therefore, the cross-network externality effects in the media bilateral market show diversity. It may be a positive cross-network externality effect, or it may not produce this effect, depending on the form of consumer preference for advertising.

### 3 The Development Dilemma of Traditional Media

Entering the Internet era, media integration, industry integration, and the rise of online media as a new market force have caused bottlenecks in the development of traditional media. It can be said that the platform-based development of the media economy has plunged the traditional media economy into a certain dilemma. This dilemma is the development limitation of the traditional media economy itself as a type of platform economy, which bursts into shape when encountering strong market competition from online media. Then, based on the limited perspective of platform development, we examine the plight of traditional media economic development.

#### 3.1 Traditional Media Lack the Advantage of Platform Expansion

The necessary condition for market equilibrium in general market economy is negative feedback mechanism. The bilateral market of the traditional media economy also presents such a negative feedback mechanism, due to the characteristics of negative cross-network externalities. According to the multi-attribution behaviour of advertisers in the traditional media economy bilateral market, the single-attribute behaviour of the audience, and sloping pricing, the relationship between the
advertising market and the price is positively correlated, while the relationship between media product market and price is negatively correlated. In other words, the media’s pricing of the advertising market increases, and the advertising market platform effect increases, while the platform effect of the media product market decreases, and the audience decreases; the media’s pricing of the advertising market decreases, the advertising market’s platform effect decreases, while the media product market’s platform effect increases and the audience has increases. This process is repeated until the market equilibrium is reached. The core point of the feedback mechanism is that the increase of one effect will inevitably lead to the decrease of the other effect, and any change will be offset by the reverse change it produces. Because the price demand elasticity of the media product market on the other side of the traditional media bilateral market is very small, and there is no endogenous relationship with the advertising market, the price system of the media product market itself is not in the negative feedback mechanism of the traditional media economy. This proves that what the traditional media economy bilateral market realizes is a unilateral platform economy.

As shown in Table 1, from the perspective of the resources of traditional media, it is in the most basic application layer field, and with the development of digital technology and Internet technology, there are more and more information content providers in this application layer. Therefore, in the Internet interactive information platform model, traditional media is not the only supporting platform to constitute the main body. Due to its negative crossover network externalities, the closed platform effect is becoming more and more difficult to meet the swelling information demand, and the monopoly of content products featuring news information and entertainment will be shaken. It can be seen that the traditional media economy is only the basic part of the platform economy in the future, and it is a level in the development of platformization of the media economy, and it is difficult to become the core part of the platform.

Table 1. Comparison of platform expansion advantages between traditional media and new media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional media</th>
<th>New media</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network externalities</td>
<td>Negative crossover network externalities</td>
<td>Positive cross network externalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback mechanism</td>
<td>Negative feedback</td>
<td>Positive feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource position</td>
<td>Foundation position</td>
<td>Core position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform functions</td>
<td>Support platform</td>
<td>Interactive platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform scale</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the new media will form the core part of the platform with the help of the Internet interactive information platform model. In addition, the new media and the user platform at the core of the entire platform structure generate a special network interaction state, occupying the commanding heights of the platform's core. This is because the positive feedback mechanism of the Internet has played a key role in it.

Therefore, in the development of the whole media economy platform, the position of traditional media in it has been marginalized and become the vassals of platform enterprises restricted by other core positions.

3.2 The Profit Model of Traditional Media is Single

The bilateral market of traditional media economy is essentially a unilateral platform economy. At the same time, due to the lack of an endogenous relationship between the advertising market and the media product market, the bilateral market of the traditional media economy can be understood as a dual unilateral market with media as the supplier: one is an advertising market with media as the supplier and advertisers as the demander; the other is a media product market with media as the supply side and audience as the demand side.

(1) The profit model of the advertising market

The media sells advertising space and time to advertisers, and advertisers pay corresponding advertising fees to the media, which constitutes the basic profit model of the advertising market. The realization of this profit model strictly follows the analytical framework of traditional economics. The realization of the profit model of the advertising market depends on the media selling the media audience’s time to advertisers. The lower the price the media charges its audience, the higher the price it can charge advertisers.

(2) The profit model of the media product market

The media sells media products such as information and entertainment to the audience, and the audience pays the corresponding consumption expenses to the media, which constitutes the basic profit model of the media product market. According to the basic profit model of the advertising market, the lower the price the media charges the audience, the higher the price it can charge advertisers, so the media chooses to charge the audience a very low fee, even free, and the audience will also choose to consume at a certain price level. Therefore, this price level can be understood as a price tool for realizing platform economy in the bilateral market, that is, membership fees or registration fees charged to users.

In order to realize the basic profit model of the advertising market and the basic profit model of the media product market, a cross-network externality relationship has been formed between advertisers and audiences. There is also a negative cross-network externality between advertisers and audiences, so the media has to abandon the benefits brought by the media product market while ensuring the basic profit model of the advertising market. Therefore, the realization of the unilateral economy in the bilateral market of the traditional media economy enables itself to have a complete bilateral market profit model. This has brought potential market risks to the traditional economy, which is reflected in the following two points:

a) Firstly, a single profit model brings a single profit point. The entry of new media will greatly enhance the
competition in the entire media market and dilute the share of the entire advertising market. Traditional media rely on a single advertising profit model and cannot adapt to such drastic changes in the market, leading to high risks in market competition.

b) Secondly, the single advertising profit model that traditional media relies on is also subject to huge pressure from the audience. Due to the lack of an endogenous relationship between advertisers and audiences, audiences are prone to platform transfers. Once the scale economy effect of the audience is lost, there will be a huge impact on the single profit point of advertising, which directly threatens the survival of the traditional media economy.

4 New Media Platform Operation Mode under Bilateral Market Economy

The infinite scalability of the new media platform makes it adapt to the long-tail economic theory model and meet the different needs of individualized and diversified users, which is the manifestation of the value of the development of new media platforms. The unlimited extension of the new media operating platform lies in the construction of a bilateral economic model that conforms to market logic and has reasonable standards. Such kind of bilateral economic model is no longer confined to the scope of traditional theories, and it may develop into a multilateral economic model.

4.1 Free Mechanism

In the platform economics, the main criterion to distinguish whether the platform market is unilateral or bilateral is the price setting policy. The pricing strategy of bilateral market is not limited to traditional pricing strategies such as cost pricing and penetration pricing. The role of price structure is not only to attract bilateral users, but also to balance bilateral users. The pricing strategy led by demand side is non intermediary, and makes the value of targeted information production higher.

In the development of new media platform, in order to make this kind of non-intermediary effect play a role, the introduction of free mechanism is the best booster. This free mechanism does not mean that there is no cost or reverse cost, but cleverly transfers the cost to other links, or through the cost allocation, makes the initial cost infinitely close to zero. Low cost is the biggest driving force of demand. The competition in the new media era has changed from the control of the production cost of information products to the continuous transfer and allocation of production costs. Delivery is the key to the bilateral economic model and the mystery of the free mechanism. Free mechanism is based on the positive feedback mechanism formed by positive network externality, which maximizes the network effect of the platform in the process of platform development.

4.2 Attention Economy

Scarcity and efficiency are the key concepts in economics. How to choose and distribute the scarce resources reasonably is a problem that must be faced. In the Internet age of information explosion, compared with the past human society, the biggest change of information resources endowment is the unlimited information resources. Value transfer makes every rich resource form a new kind of scarce resource. Due to the blowout of information products, the audience's attention to a certain information has become a scarce resource. In the process of competing for the market, the media platform is mainly a fight for the audience's attention. Audience's attention is limited, and with the blowout production and dissemination of information products, consumers' attention cannot last, and gradually fragmentation has become a common normal. How to gather consumers' attention has become a unique business issue in the information age. From an economic point of view, attention has become a valuable scarce resource, so whoever can attract the attention of consumers will occupy the market.

In the new media era, the development of mobile Internet technology and multi-terminal and multi-screen has changed people's way of information reading quietly. From in-depth reading of information products to fast browsing, we are using various terminals to get fragmented information, but it is difficult to be impatient for in-depth reading for us. The characteristics of Internet information resource endowments make great changes in media value: from content scarcity to attention scarcity. Microblog is a typical case. As a new media network form, its content space is always limited to 140 words. Short and concise content can attract the audience's attention when they browse all kinds of information. Users produce their own content and gather the attention of other users, which makes the development of microblog faster than that of other traditional media. It also further confirms that the development of new media platform is a more efficient and valuable business model.

Therefore, the fight for scarce attention resources is the essence of the price structure of the bilateral economic business model and the foundation of the success of the new media platform.

4.3 Supply-Side Economies of Scope

Under the free mechanism, how can platform companies bear market risks and ultimately make profits? From an economic point of view, this article believes that the key lies in activating the economies of scale on the demand side of the platform while expanding the economies of scope on the supply side, and promoting the transformation and realization of the former to the latter.

For information products, its price mainly depends on the marginal utility it brings to consumers. That is to say, the higher the consumer’s satisfaction in consuming this information, the higher the price and the greater the value of this information product. Similarly, under the effect of the network, the larger the network scale, the greater the marginal utility of consumers, and vice versa. Therefore, the size of the network directly affects the price of information products.
In traditional economics, price determines supply, the higher the price, the greater the output. But the information product is opposite, which is decided by the supply price. The characteristics of high fixed cost and low marginal cost of information products will make the marginal cost decrease infinitely or even close to zero when the supply is increasing. And its high fixed costs will be gradually reduced as the supply increases, and thus the price will be lower and lower. The supply curve of supply side economies of scope are shown in Figure 2.

![Fig2. Supply curve of supply side economies of scope](image)

Under the influence of cross-network externalities, there are subsidizing parties and subsidized parties in the bilateral market, and their supply curves are different. For the subsidized party, the price $P$ is basically not affected by the supply $Q$. Since its cost input is fixed, there is an equilibrium price $P^*$, and the supply conditions can only be established if the price is maintained below $P^*$. When $P^*$ tends to zero, it means the formation of a free mechanism. For the subsidy side, the more the supply $Q$, the lower the marginal cost, because the subsidized side makes the demand side's scale effect play a role.

We can take the realization of economies of scale on the demand side of new media platforms as the development process of potential user markets. In the actual bilateral market, there are many users and markets, which have different roles and functions for the development of new media platforms. To maximize the network effects of the new media platform, it is necessary to integrate these markets and users as much as possible, so that the direct, indirect, and cross-network effects between these users and the market have room to play. The continuous accumulation of users on the basic platform is the premise and foundation for other network effects to function. The gradual strengthening of the direct network effect on the basic platform will produce positive feedback to the economy. The accumulation of this positive feedback is the basis and foreshadowing of the winner-take-all phenomenon. As the number of platform users begins to grow geometrically, direct effects will be transformed into other network effects. At this time, the critical capacity of the number of users will drive the qualitative changes of the platform. To increase the number of users to a critical capacity in a short period of time, the free mechanism is currently the most effective means.

5 Conclusion

The advent of the Internet era has greatly expanded information production and information consumption. The strong development momentum of the new media industry and the increasingly mature development model have created huge economic benefits. As an industry, new media's development model and business model are not only affected by the macroeconomic environment, but also have its inherent economic logic. The development of new media platforms is the result of the development of this era. The market accumulation of the new media platform was completed in just a few decades, which greatly impacted the audiences of traditional media. Its unique network effect also gave the platform unlimited scalability and great imagination.

In this paper, we believe that the continuous driving force for the development of new media platforms is to break through the traditional single information flow profit method, and to explore the business model of value-added service platform and the business model of integrating information flow, capital flow and logistics.

There is no doubt that the new media in the future Internet era is no longer a battle between sites, but a battle between platforms. The advantage of platform competition lies in openness, which is a necessary condition for the unlimited extension of the platform, and the standard dispute after the opening will be an absolute necessary condition for determining the competitive advantage of the platform. Whoever has the ultimate right to formulate platform standards can integrate and control new media platforms. If the third-party developers in the future will be willingly publish applications on a certain platform, then this platform is the overlord, we call it unlimited extension, unlimited integration, and realize the media economy of all platforms.
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